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ABSTRACT
MODULAR REPRESENTATIONS AND MONOMIAL
BURNSIDE RINGS
Olcay Cos¸kun
M.S. in Mathematics
Supervisors: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Laurence J. Barker and
Asst. Prof. Dr. Ergu¨n Yalc¸ın
August, 2004
We introduce canonical induction formulae for some character rings of a finite
group, some of which follows from the formula for the complex character ring
constructed by Boltje. The rings we will investigate are the ring of modular
characters, the ring of characters over a number field, in particular, the field
of real numbers and the ring of rational characters of a finite p−group. We
also find the image of primitive idempotents of the algebra of the complex and
modular character rings under the corresponding canonical induction formulae.
The thesis also contains a summary of the theory of the canonical induction
formula and a review of the induction theorems that are used to construct the
formulae mentioned above.
Keywords: Canonical induction, modular characters, real characters, rational
characters of p−groups, primitive idempotents.
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O¨ZET
MODU¨LER TEMSI˙LLER VE TEK TERI˙MLI˙
BURNSIDE HALKALARI
Olcay Cos¸kun
Matematik, Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticileri: Doc¸. Dr. Laurence J. Barker ve
Yrd. Doc. Dr. Ergu¨n Yalc¸ın
Ag˘ustos, 2004
Sonlu grupların bazı karakter halkaları ic¸in standart genis¸letme formu¨lleri ortaya
koyduk. Bu formu¨llerden bazıları Boltje tarafından karmas¸ık karakter halkaları
ic¸in verilen formu¨lden elde edilebilir. Modu¨ler karakterlerin halkası, sayı cisimleri
u¨zerindeki karakterlerin halkası, o¨zellikle gerc¸el sayı cismi ve sonlu p−gruplarının
rasyonel karakter halkası aras¸tırdıg˘ımız halkalardır. Ayrıca, karmas¸ık ve modu¨ler
karakter halka cebirlerinin ilkel denkgu¨c¸lu¨lerinin standart genis¸letme formu¨lleri
altındaki go¨ru¨ntu¨lerini bulduk. Bu tez ayrıca, standart genis¸letme formu¨lu¨ ku-
ramının bir o¨zetini ve yukarıda adı gec¸en formu¨lleri elde etmekte kullanılan
genis¸letme teoremlerinin bir go¨zden gec¸irmesini ic¸ermektedir.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler : Standart genis¸letme, modu¨ler karakterler, gerc¸el karakterler,
p−grupların rasyonel karakterleri, ilkel denkgu¨c¸lu¨ler.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Artin’s induction theorem states that any rational character of a finite group
can be expressed as a rational combination of characters induced from trivial
characters of cyclic subgroups of the group. Brauer used Mobius inversion to find
the coefficient at such induced characters.
Another theorem in this direction is Brauer’s induction theorem which states
that each complex character of a finite group can be expressed as integral linear
combination of characters induced from characters of elementary subgroups. An
elementary group is a direct product of a p-group with a cyclic p′-group for a prime
p. Knowing that the characters of such groups are monomial, that is, induced
from one-dimensional characters of subgroups, one can conclude that any complex
character of a finite group is integral combination of monomial characters.
The theorem was stated by Brauer [Br] as an existence theorem and a formula
for the coefficients was not known until the end of 1980s when two different
formulae appeared. The idea is to use the monomial version of the theorem
instead of the original version which allows one to use all subgroups instead of
elementary subgroups. The formulae introduce a distinguished way of getting the
combination which keeps us away from some arbitrary choices. The first formula
by Snaith ([Sn]) is introduced by using topological methods. But, unfortunately
the formula is not additive which makes it difficult to apply as we have an additive
1
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structure on the characters. On the other hand, Boltje ([B.89]) used algebraic
methods to construct his additive formula and although the construction uses
some properties of complex characters it has partial generalizations to some other
representation rings. Another formula is constructed using geometric methods by
Symonds ([Sy]) later in 1991 but it turns out that this formula is equivalent to
the Boltje’s formula. It is not clear from these formulae that the coefficients are
integers and the authors have different proofs of integrality. But for different
character rings, either the construction fails to be integral or the methods are not
sufficient to prove the integrality, for example in the case of the ring of Brauer
character.
In [B.98], Boltje refines the definition of a canonical induction formula and
gives a construction of canonical induction formula for Mackey functors and a
sufficient condition for the formula to be integral, which is equivalent to the
image of the formula being contained in a certain Mackey functor. In particular,
this construction covers the formula for the character ring in [B.89] and introduces
an integral formula for the ring of Brauer characters, as well as for some other
representation rings. However, the sufficient condition is still not enough to prove
integrality in some special cases, some of which we shall consider in later chapters.
In chapter 2, we review some induction theorems, which we shall use in later
chapters.
In chapters 3 and 4, we explain the construction in [B.98], referring [B.98] for
most of the proofs.
Our main results are in chapter 5, where we introduce some induction formu-
lae. We will use the canonical induction formula for the complex character ring
from [B.98] to get canonical induction formula for the modular character ring
and for characters over arbitrary number fields . The method we apply to get
modular formula is applicable to any complex canonical induction formula and
the result is integral if the complex one is. Unfortunately, the second formula is
not integral, in general. Also, we get a non-canonical integral induction formula
for the real characters. We construct two more canonical induction formula, for
real characters and for rational characters of p-groups. These are example for the
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cases where the sufficient does not give information on integrality of the formulae.
We just conjecture the integrality in these cases.
In chapter 6, we collect together some miscellaneous results on the primitive
idempotents of the algebra of character rings. We introduce a formula for a
special type of primitive idempotents of the monomial Burnside algebra. We also
find the images of the idempotents under the canonical induction formula.
Chapter 2
Some Induction Theorems
In this chapter, we shall review some induction theorems using which we introduce
explicit formulae and review known formulae. One can find the theorems, with
proofs in classical books, for example [CR], except for Theorem 2.6, which can
be found in [Bo].
2.1 Artin’s induction theorem
Theorem 2.1. (Artin) Let k be a field and G be a finite group and Rk(G) denote
the ring of k−characters of G. Then
C⊗Z Rk(G) =
∑
〈g〉≤G
Im(indG〈g〉 : 〈g〉 → G)
where 〈g〉 runs over the cyclic subgroups of G if k is of characteristic zero and
the cyclic p′-subgroups if the characteristic is p.
An explicit formula for this theorem was given by Brauer, who used the Mo-
bius inversion to get the formula but we shall recover it as a part of a general
construction, in the next chapter.
4
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2.2 Brauer’s induction theorem
Theorem 2.2. (Brauer) Every complex character χ of a finite group G can be
expressed in the form
χ =
∑
aiψ
∗
i
where each ψi is an irreducible character of some elementary subgroup Gi of G,
ψ∗i is an irreducible character of G induced by ψi, and where the ai belong to the
ring Z of rational integers.
The theorem still holds when we replace complex characters with Brauer char-
acters. Moreover, there is a generalization of the theorem to characters over
arbitrary subfield of complex numbers.
Theorem 2.3. (Witt-Berman) Let G be a finite group and K be a subfield of the
complex field C. Then we have a surjection⊕
H
RK(H)→ RK(G)
where H runs over the set of K−elementary subgroups of G.
Definition 2.4. A group G is called K-elementary for a prime p if G is a semi-
direct product of a cyclic p′-group 〈x〉 with a p-group P acting on 〈x〉 such that
for each u ∈ P we have uxu−1 = xt for some t ∈ Gal(K|G|/K). Here K|G| is
splitting field for X |G| = 1 over K.
2.3 Serre’s induction theorem
Putting K = R in the above theorem simplifies the family of K−elementary
subgroups as the Galois group is isomorphic to C2. In that case, it is possible to
classify the characters of R−elementary subgroups.
Theorem 2.5. (Serre) Every real character of a finite group G is a Z−linear
combination of induced characters indGHψ, where H ≤ G and ψ ∈ IrrR(G) is one
of the following types:
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• ψ is a linear character, that is, ψ : H → C2 for H ≤ G
• ψ = φ+ φ¯ for some linear character φ : H → C
• ψ is a dihedral character, that is, ψ is inflated from a dihedral quotient.
2.4 Ritter-Segal-Bouc induction theorem
Ritter[R]-Segal[Se] theorem states that any rational character is a permutation
character. The theorem is improved by Bouc [Bo] as follows:
Theorem 2.6. (Ritter-Segal-Bouc) Let p be a prime number and P be finite p-
group. If V is a non-trivial simple QP -module, then there exist subgroups R > Q
of P with |R : P | = p, and an isomorphism of QP -modules
V ∼= IndPRInfRR/QΩR/Q
where ΩR/Q is the augmentation ideal of the group algebra QR/Q.
In other words, there is an exact sequence of QP -modules
0→ V → Q(P/Q)→ Q(P/R)→ 0
where the map Q(P/Q) → Q(P/R) is the natural projection. In particular, in
RQ(P ),
[V ] = Q(P/Q)−Q(P/R).
Trying to construct an explicit formula for Brauer’s induction theorem leads
to a general theory of induction formulae. The theory introduced by R.Boltje is
summarized in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Boltje’s Theory Part I :
Definitions
In chapters 3 and 4, we are aiming to understand the theory of canonical induction
formula for the rings of complex characters and modular characters of a finite
group. Boltje’s theory uses some Mackey functors. To summarize the theory
using Mackey functors or concentrating on the special case for the character
rings has the same difficulties. Hence, we shall deal with Mackey functors in
these chapters although everything we will do in the next chapters are related to
character rings. However, it would help if we think of these rings, throughout the
two chapters.
3.1 Conjugation and restriction functors
Throughout, let G be a finite group and k be a commutative ring.
Definition 3.1. A k-conjugation functor on G is a pair (X, c) consisting of a
family of k-modules X(H) for H ≤ G and a family of k−module homomorphisms
cgH : X(H) → X(gH), called the conjugation maps for H ≤ G and g ∈ G,
satisfying the axioms
7
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1. chH = idX(H)
2. cg
′g
H = c
g′
gH ◦ cgH
for all h ∈ H and g, g′ ∈ G.
Definition 3.2. A k-restriction functor on G is a triple (A, c, res) consisting of
a k-conjugation functor (A, c) on G together with a family of k-module homo-
morphisms resHK : A(H) → A(K), called the restriction maps, for K ≤ H ≤ G,
satisfying the axioms
1. resHH = idA(H)
2. resKL ◦ resHK = resHL
3. cgK ◦ resHK = res
gH
gK ◦ cgH
for all L ≤ K ≤ H ≤ G and g ∈ G.
Definition 3.3. A k-Mackey functor on G is a quadruple (M, c, res, ind) con-
sisting of a k-restriction functor (M, c, res) on G together with a family of k-
module homomorphisms indHK : M(K) → M(H), called the induction maps, for
K ≤ H ≤ G, satisfying the axioms
1. indHH = idM(H)
2. indHK ◦ indKL = indHL
3. cgH ◦ indHK = ind
gH
gK ◦ cgK
4. Mackey Formula: resHU ◦ indHK =
∑
h∈U\H/K ind
U
U∩hK ◦ reshKU∩hK ◦ chK
for all L ≤ K ≤ H ≤ G and g ∈ G.
Remark 3.4. By these definitions, we obtain categories k-Con(G), k-Res(G), k-
Mack(G) with morphisms defined as families of k-module homomorphisms com-
muting with the corresponding maps.
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Example 1. The monomial Burnside ring B(C,H) of a finite group H with the
fibre group C, studied in [LJB] and the cohomology groups Hn(H, V ), H ≤ G
for fixed n ∈ N and V ∈ Z -G-Mod are all Z-Mackey functors. We will see in
the following sections that monomial Burnside rings B(C,H) can be constructed
from a Z-restriction functor applying a functor −+.
3.2 (Co)primordials
For a k-Mackey functor M on G, and H ≤ G, we define the k-submodule
I(M)(H) :=
∑
K<H
indHK(M(K))
of M(H), which is, clearly, a k-conjugation subfunctor of M on G.
A subgroup H of G is called primordial for M if I(M)(H) 6= M(H) and we
denote the set of primordial subgroups for M by P(M).
For a k-restriction functor A on G, and H ≤ G, we define the k-submolule
K(A)(H) :=
⋂
K<H
ker(resHK : A(H)→ A(K))
of A(H) and again, K(A) is a k-conjugation subfunctor of A.
We say that a subgroup H of G is coprimordial for A if K(A)(H) 6= 0, and we
denote by C(A) the set of coprimordial subgroups for A.
Example 2. LetRC(H) be the ring of C-characters of H. Observe thatRC(H) is
a Z-Mackey functor with the usual conjugation, restriction, and induction maps.
For H ≤ G let RˆC(H) ⊂ RC(H) denote the Z-span of one dimensional characters
of H. Plainly RˆC(H) is a Z-restriction functor. The set C(RC) of coprimordial
subgroups forRC consists of the cyclic subgroups and the set P(RC) of primordial
subgroups consists of the elementary subgroups of G. Note that a subgroup H
of G is said to be elementary if it is p-elementary for some prime p, while H is
a p-elementary subgroup if H = 〈x〉 × P where x ∈ G is a p′-element and P is a
p-group.
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Example 3. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. The
Grothendieck ring RF (H) of FH-mod for H ≤ G with respect to short exact
sequences form a Z-Mackey functor on G. We often identify RF (H) with the free
abelian group on the set of isomorphism classes [V ] of irreducible FH-modules
V with the usual conjugation, restriction and induction maps. We denote by
RˆF (H) for H ≤ G the Z-restriction functor generated by the isomorphism classes
[V ] of FH-modules of F -dimension 1. For a homomorphism φ : H → F ∗ we
denote by Fφ the F -vector space F endowed with the H-action h.α = φ(h)α for
h ∈ H,α ∈ F . The set C(RF ) of coprimordial subgroups for RF is the set of
cyclic l′-subgroups.
Remark 3.5. These families of subgroups plays an important role to prove nec-
essary and sufficient condition for a morphism to be a section of the linearization
morphism, defined in section 3.5.
3.3 The plus-constructions
We are going to define two functors
−+ : k−Con(G)→ k −Mack(G)
and
−+ : k−Res(G)→ k−Mack(G)
with a natural transformation
ρA : A+ → A+
for every A ∈ k−Res(G).
These functors will be the keys for the construction of the ”canonical induction
formula” in the following sections.
Let X ∈ k−Con(G). We define X+ = (X+,con+,res+,ind+) ∈ k−Mack(G) by
X+(H) := (
∏
K≤H
X(K))H
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for H ≤ G where H acts on the product by the conjugation maps (conhK)K≤H
and the maps and morphisms are defined in the obvious way. It is easy to check
that −+ is a functor from k−Con(G) to k−Mack(G).
Let A ∈ k−Res(G), we define A+ = (A+, con+, res+, ind+) ∈ k−Mack(G) by
A+(H) := (
⊕
K≤H
A(K))H
for H ≤ G and we view⊕K≤H A(K) as a kH−module via the sum of conjugation
maps congK and we write [K, a]H in A+(H) for K ≤ H for the image of a ∈ A(K).
We define the maps as follows:
con g+H : A+(H) → A+(gH)
[V, a]H 7→ [gV,g a]gH
and
res H+K : A+(H) → A+(K)
[V, a]H 7→
∑
h∈K\H/V [K ∩h V, res
hV
K∩hV (
ha)]K
and
ind G+H : A+(K) → A+(H)
[U, b]K 7→ [U, b]H
where V ≤ H and U ≤ K and a ∈ A(V ) and b ∈ A(U).
Let A ∈ k−Res(G) and H ≤ G, we define
ρAH := (pr
A
+H ◦ res H+K ) : A+(H)→ A+(H)
where
pr A+H : A+(H) → A(H)
[K, a]H 7→
{
a if K = H
0 otherwise
Straightforward calculations show that ρA : A+ → A+ is a morphism in
k−Mack(G) and it is natural in A ∈ k−Res(G).
The following map is ”almost” inverse to ρAH for each H ≤ G.
σAH : A
+(H) → A+(H)
(aK)K≤H 7→
∑
L≤K≤H |L|µ(L,K)[L, resKL (aK)]H
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where µ(L,K) is the Mobius function of the poset of subgroups of H evaluated
at (L,K).
We mean by ”almost” inverse that, one has
σAH ◦ ρAH = |H|idA+(H) and ρAH ◦ σAH = |H|idA+(H).
Remark 3.6. If we put A(H) = ZHˆ where Hˆ = Hom(H,C) for some fi-
nite abelian group C with the usual conjugation and restriction maps, A is a
Z-restriction functor. The construction −+ gives the monomial Burnside ring
B(C,G) and −+ gives a ghost ring β(C,G) for the monomial Burnside ring
B(C,G). In particular, if C = 1, we get the ordinary Burnside ring B(G) and its
ghost ring β(G) and the morphism ρG becomes the well-known mark morphism.
For sufficiently large C, the ring B(C,G) is the source for the canonical induction
formula for the complex character ring.
3.4 Canonical induction formula
Let M be a k−Mackey functor on G and A ≤ M a k−restriction subfunctor of
M . For H ≤ G, we define
bM,AH : A+(H) → M(H)
[K, a]H 7→ indHK(a)
where K ≤ H and a ∈ A(K). It is easy to see that bM,A : A+ → M is a mor-
phism of k−Mackey functors on G. We call bM,A the induction (or linearization)
morphism of M from A. We sometimes write b = bM,A.
Now, we can state our aim. We want to construct a map aH : M(H) →
A+(H), called a canonical induction formula, such that b ◦ a = idM . In general,
there are many different choices for aH . As bH is a morphism of k−Mackey
functors, we might reasonably demand the same for aH . But, if we put M = R,
the character ring Mackey functor, and k = Z, and A = Rˆ, the subfunctor
spanned by the linear characters, we see that existence of such aH contradicts
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Artin’s induction theorem, which states that
|H|R(H) ⊆
∑
K≤H,Kcyclic
indHK(R(K))
for H ≤ G. This leads to a contradiction as applying aH to the above inclusion
we get
|H|aH(R(H)) ⊆
∑
K≤H,Kcyclic
ind H+K (R(K)).
On the other hand, by definition of ind H+K , the set |H|aH(R(H)) is in the span of
elements [L, φ]H where L is cyclic and φ is a 1-dimensional character of L. But, the
spanning set is a part of a basis of A+(H), hence a(R(H)) is a full sublattice. Then
applying bH , we get that R(H) is a full sublattice of
∑
K≤H,Kcyclic ind
H
K(R(K))
which is not possible.
The best we can hope for is:
Definition 3.7. A canonical induction formula for M from A is a morphism
a ∈ k−Res(G)(M,A+) with bM,A ◦ a = idM .
Remark 3.8. One of the aims of this chapter is to construct two canonical in-
duction formulae, one for the complex character ring RC(H) from B(C,H) where
C contains all roots of unity, and one for the Brauer character ring RK(H) from
B(C ′, H) where C ′ contains all p′-roots of unity where p is the characteristic of
the field K. One may choose different sub-restriction functor A of the Mackey
functors RK for K = C or K and construct canonical induction formulae, but
our concern, at present, is to treat the scenario covered by Brauer’s induction
theorem.
3.5 The set k−Res(G)(M,A+)
In this section, we will try to describe the set of morphisms a : M → A+ of
k−restriction functors on G as in Definition 3.7. In order to describe this set, we
use another set of morphisms, namely k−Con(G)(M,A). We shall see that these
sets are almost isomorphic.
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For A ∈ k−Res(G) and H ≤ G, we define
incAH : A(H) → A+(H)
a 7→ [H, a]H
Note that pr A+ ◦ incA = idA.
We also define, for X ∈ k−Con(G) and H ≤ G,
pr+XH : X
+(H) → X(H)
(xK)K≤H 7→ xH
Proposition 3.9. For B ∈ k−Res(G) and X ∈ k−Con(G), we have k−linear
inverse isomorphisms
λB,X : k−Res(G)(B,X+) → k−Con(G)(B,X)
(rH)H≤G 7→ (pr+XH ◦ rH)H≤G
(b 7→ (pK(resHK(b)))K≤H)H≤G 7 →(pH)H≤G
which are natural in B and X.
The proposition follows from the definitions of the categories and functors
involved.
Now, we define a map which gives us an overview of the set k−Res(G)(M,A+)
for M ∈ k−Mack(G) and A ⊆M a k−restriction subfunctor.
Definition 3.10. For M,A ∈ k−Res(G), we define the composite
ResMA : k−Res(G)(M,A+)→ k−Res(G)(M,A+)→ k−Con(G)(M,A)
where the first map is ρA and the second one is λM,A.
As pr+A ◦ ρA = pr A+ , we have
ResMA (a) = pr
A
+ ◦ a for a ∈ k−Res(G)(M,A+).
We write p = res(a) = ResMA (a) and call p the residue of a.
Applying the inverse of λM,A to res(a) and composing with σ
A
H we get
|H|aH(m) =
∑
L≤K≤H
|L|µ(L,K)[L, resKL (resK(resHK(a)))]H
This leads us to
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Corollary 3.11. Same notation as above. For each H ≤ G, the diagram
M(H)
A+(H)
A+(H)
................................................... .
..
(ResK ◦ resHK)K≤H
..............................
.aH
....................................................
...
ρH = (pr
A
+K ◦ res H+ )K≤H
commutes.
If A+(H) has trivial |H|−torsion for all H ≤ G, then ResMA is injective.
If |G| is invertible in k, then ResMA is an isomorphism.
Finally we can specify a morphism a ∈ k−Res(G)(M,A+), depending on p.
Later, we shall see that, for suitable p, the morphism a is a canonical induction
formula for M from A.
Definition 3.12. Let M,A ∈ k−Res(G) and assume that A+(H) has trivial
|H|−torsion for each H ≤ G. Then the residue map ResMA of definition 3.10 is
injective and for each p ∈ im(ResMA ), we define
a := aM,A,p ∈ k−Res(G)(M,A+)
as the unique preimage of p under ResMA .
Remark 3.13. Note that in [B.90] and [B.89], the canonical induction formula
for the character ring is proved to be unique subject to compatibility with the usual
projection R(G) → Rˆ(G). Uniqueness is preserved in this settings as follows:
Associated with each choice of pH in im(Res
M
A ), there is at most one canonical
induction formula.
Chapter 4
Boltje’s Theory Part II :
Theorems
In this chapter, we state a necessary and sufficient condition for a morphism
defined in the previous chapter to be a canonical induction formula. We also
state a sufficient condition for integrality of a canonical induction formula.
4.1 Induction Formula Revisited
Throughout this section, suppose k is a commutative ring such that |G| is invert-
ible in k.
We are going to derive a condition for a morphism a ∈ k−Res(G)(M,A+) for
a given Mackey functor M on G and a given k−restriction subfunctor A of M to
be a canonical induction formula for M from A. By Corollary 3.11, we have an
isomorphism
ResMA : k−Res(G)(M,A+)→ k−Con(G)(M,A).
For p ∈ k−Con(G)(M,A) and aM,A,p as above, we have the following explicit
16
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formula
aM,A,pH (m) =
1
|H|
∑
L≤K≤H
|L|µ(L,K)[L, resKL (pK(resHK(m)))]H (4.1)
for all H ≤ G and m ∈ M(H) (by 3.5) and the following commutative diagram
by Corollary 3.11:
M(H)
A+(H)
A+(H)
................................................... .
..
(pK ◦ resHK)K≤H
..............................
.aH
....................................................
...
ρH
Now, we want to determine for which p, the morphism aM,A,p is a canonical
induction formula, that is, b ◦ a = idM . To get the condition, we need the
following proposition on a natural decomposition of a Mackey functor:
Proposition 4.1. Let M ∈ k−Mack(G). For each H ≤ G we have a decompo-
sition into k−submodules
M(H) = e
(H)
H M(H)⊕ (1− e(H)H )M(H)
and the summands are given by
e
(H)
H M(H) = K(M)(H) and (1− e(H)H )M(H) = I(M)(H).
where K and I are defined in Section 1 and e(H)H is a primitive idempotent of the
Burnside ring B(H).
Remark 4.2. Every k-Mackey functor M on G has a k ⊗ B-module structure
where the Burnside ring functor B acts via
(k ⊗Z B(H))⊗k M(H)→M(H)
[H/K]⊗k m 7→ indHK(resHK(m))
for K ≤ H ≤ G and m ∈M(H).
We have the following corollary:
Corollary 4.3. Let M ∈ k−Mack(G) for H ≤ G and m ∈ M(H). Then m = 0
if and only if e
(H)
H m = 0 and res
H
K(m) = 0 for all K < H.
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Using this decomposition, we get the necessary and sufficient condition on p
that ensures the corresponding morphism a is a canonical induction formula:
Proposition 4.4. LetM ∈ k−Mack(M) and A ≤M be a k−restriction subfunc-
tor of M . Let p ∈ k−Con(G)(M,A) and aM,A,p be the corresponding morphism
in k−Res(G)(M,A+). Then the following are equivalent:
1. The morphism aM,A,p is a canonical induction formula.
2. For all H ≤ G and m ∈M(H) we have e(H)H (pH(m)−m) = 0, i.e.
pH(m)−m ∈
∑
K<H
indHK(M(K)).
The following two corollaries give more explicit conditions:
Corollary 4.5. Let M,A be as above. If there exists a canonical induction for-
mula for M from A then e
(H)
H M(H) ⊆ A(H) for all H ≤ G.
Corollary 4.6. Let M,A and p be as above, and assume that A(H) =M(H) and
pH = idM(H) for all H ∈ C(M). Then aM,A,p is a canonical induction formula for
M from A.
The following proposition gives the connection between canonical induction
formulae for different k−Mackey functors.
Proposition 4.7. Let M,M ′ be k−Mackey functors on G. Let A ⊆ M and
A′ ⊆ M ′ be k−restriction subfunctors. Let p : M → A and p′ : M ′ → A′ be
morphisms of k−conjugation functors on G, and let f :M →M ′ be a morphisms
of k−restriction functors with f(A) ⊆ A′. Then the diagram
M ′
M
A′+
A+
....................................................
...
f
......................................................
.
aM
′,A′,p′
......................................................
.aM,A,p
....................................................
...
f+
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commutes if and only if the diagram
M ′
M
A′
A
....................................................
...
f
......................................................
.
p′
......................................................
.
p
....................................................
...
f
commutes.
Let’s have two examples of residues before going further:
Example 4. Define p ∈ Z−Con(G)(Rκ, Rˆκ) by
pH(χ) =
{
χ if χ(1) = 1
0 otherwise
for H ≤ G and χ ∈Irr(G).
Since Rκ(H) = Rˆκ(H) and pH = idR(H) for all cyclic subgroups of G, Corol-
lary 4.6 implies that a = aQR,QRˆ,Qp is a canonical induction formula.
Example 5. Define p ∈ Z−Con(G)(RK, RˆK) by
pH([V ]) =
{
[V ] if dimK(V ) = 1
0 otherwise
for H ≤ G and a simple KH−module V where K is a field of characteristic l.
We have RK(H) = RˆK(H) for all cyclic l′-subgroups H of G, so a = aQR,QRˆ,Qp
is a canonical induction formula.
4.2 Extension of scalars
Although we are interested in the base ring Z, the results we found so far are for
the case that |G| is invertible in the base ring. In this section, we are going to
introduce some techniques that can be used to carry over the results to the case
k = Z. To see this we need the following notion:
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Definition 4.8. Let A ∈ k−Res(G). A stable k-basis of A is a family B =
(B(H))H≤G of subsets B(H) ⊂ A(H), H ≤ G such that B(H) is a k−basis of
A(H) for each H ≤ G and congH(B(H)) = B(gH) for all g ∈ G,H ≤ G.
Lemma 4.9. Let A ∈ k−Res(G) and B be a stable k−basis of A. For each
H ≤ G, the set ch(H) := {(K, b)|K ≤ H, b ∈ B(K)} is a left H-set via the
conjugation maps and isomorphic to the disjoint union⋃
K≤H
B(K)
as an H−set. Moreover, the elements [K, b]H ∈ A+(H) where [K, b] runs over a
set of representatives for the H−orbits of ch(H) form a k−basis of A+(H).
Remark 4.10. Stable k−basis of Rˆ is Hˆ.
Definition 4.11. Let A be a ring and X be a left A-module. Then X is flat if
−⊗A X is an exact functor.
In particular, any field of characteristic zero is flat as a Z−module. For flat
modules we have the following results for extending scalars.
Lemma 4.12. Let X ∈ k−Con(G) and A ∈ k−Res(G). Let k ⊂ k′ be commuta-
tive rings with the same unit element. Then,
1. If k′ is flat over k, then the canonical morphism k′ ⊗k X+ → (k′ ⊗k X)+ is
an isomorphism.
2. The canonical morphism k′ ⊗k A+ → (k′ ⊗k A)+ is an isomorphism.
3. If k′ and X(H) for H ≤ G are flat over k and if k → k′ is injective, then
the canonical morphism X+ → k′ ⊗k X+ is injective.
4. If A+(H) is flat over k for all H ≤ G and if k → k′ is injective, then the
canonical morphism A+ → k′ ⊗k A+ is injective.
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Finally, we have the following commutative diagram and the corollary:
A+ k′ ⊗k A+ (k′ ⊗k A)+
A+ k′ ⊗k A+ (k′ ⊗k A)+
...................................
. ...............................................
.
...................................
. ...............................................
.
....................................................
...
ρA
....................................................
...
k′ ⊗k ρA
....................................................
...
ρk
′⊗kA
Corollary 4.13. Let A ∈ k−Res(G). If A has a stable basis, k′ is flat over k,
and k → k′ is injective, then the left horizontal maps in the above diagram are
injective, the right horizontal maps are isomorphisms and the vertical morphisms
are injective.
4.3 Integrality Condition
Now, we give conditions on M,A and p such that aM,A,p is integral. We will need
the following
HYPOTHESIS 1. Let M be a Z-Mackey functor on a finite group G, A be a
Z-restriction subfunctor of M on G, and p ∈ Z−Con(G)(M,A) such that
1. M(H) is a free abelian group for all H ≤ G,
2. A has a stable basis B such that for all K ≤ H ≤ G and φ ∈ B(H) the
element resHKφ ∈ A(K) is a linear combination
resHKφ =
∑
ψ∈B(K)
m(H,φ;K,ψ)ψ
where m(H,φ;K,ψ) is a nonnegative integer.
Note that this hypothesis is designed for the various representation rings of
G. Assuming the hypothesis, we have the following observations:
For each H ≤ G, the free Z−module A+(H) has a basis {[K,ψ]H} (as in
lemma 4.9). We identify this Z−basis of A+(H) with the Q−basis {1⊗ [K,ψ]H}
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of QA+(H) and write [K,ψ]H ∈ QA+. We identify QA+ with (QA)+ and identify
QA+ with (QA)+. Under these identifications, we also identify prQA+ with QprA+
and so on. Note that ρA : A+ → A+ is injective and ρA : QA+ → QA+ is an
isomorphism.
With this identifications, we get the following commutative diagram
Z−Res(G)(M,A+)
Q−Res(G)(QM,QA+)
Z−Con(G)(M,A)
Q−Con(G)(QM,QA)
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
.......
..........
inc
..........................................................................................................
.
ResMA
.................................................................................
.
ResQMQA
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
.......
..........
inc
Now, the set of canonical induction formula for M from A is a subset of
Z−Res(G)(M,A+) and can be identified with a subset of Z−Con(G)(M,A) via
ResMA . We are going to drive sufficient condition for p ∈ Z−Con(G)(M,A)
to be the residue of a canonical induction formula for M from A, that is,
aQM,QA,Qp(M) ⊂ A+. We call aQM,QA,Qp integral if aQM,QA,Qp(M) ⊂ A+.
Note that, this is equivalent to the condition that p = res(a) for a unique
a ∈ Z−Res(G)(M,A+). Assuming the integrality of p, we get Qa = aQM,QA,Qp
under the above identifications. By the following commutative diagram, we con-
clude that a is a canonical induction formula if and only if Qa is a canonical
induction formula.
QM QA+ QM
M A+ M
A+
QA+
......................................................................................................................................................................................................
...
.......... ......................................................................................................................................................................................................
...
..........
.................................................................................................................................
.aM,A,p .......................................................................................................................................................................b
M,A
.......................................................................................................................
.
QaM,A,p
............................................................................................................................................................
.
QbM,A
......................................................... .
..
rp
.....................................................
....
ρp
................................................
...
..........
......................................................................................................................................................................................................
...
..........
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
........
Qrp
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
........
Qρp
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Hence we can apply the results about Qa to obtain results about a. So, we
identify aM,A,p and aQM,QA,Qp. Now, we want to get rid of the coefficient 1|H| in
the formula 4.1.
Suppose M,A,B and p are as in the hypothesis 4.3. For H ≤ G,χ ∈ M(H),
we write
pH(χ) =
∑
φ∈B(H)
mφ(χ)φ ∈ A(H)
and call mφ(χ) ∈ Z the multiplicity of φ in χ. Note that mφ(χ) depends on p, and
if φ ∈ B(H), ψ ∈ B(K) and pK |A(K) =idA(K) then mφ(resHK(φ)) = m(H,φ;K,ψ).
Let σ = ((H0, φ0) < . . . < (Hn, φn)) be a strictly ascending chain in ch(H).
Denote by sd(ch(H)) the set of chains σ. We write |σ| = n for the length of σ.
We define the multiplicity mσ of σ by
mσ :=
n∏
i=1
m(Hi, φi;Hi−1, φi−1) ∈ N0.
Lemma 4.14. We have
aH(χ) := a
M,A,p
H (χ) =
1
|H|
∑
σ∈sd(ch(H))
(−1)n|H0|mσmφn(resHHn(χ))[H0, φ0]H
for all H ≤ G and χ ∈M(H).
To prove the lemma, we use the following expansion of the Mo¨bius function
µ(L,K) =
∑
L=H0<...<Hn=K
(−1)n
where the sum is over all chains connecting L and K.
Finally, we state a theorem on integrality of aM,A,p.
Theorem 4.15. Let H ≤ G and assume the following condition holds:
Let χ ∈M(H) and for all T ≤ U ≤ H with U/T cyclic and ψ ∈ B(T )
fixed under U , we have
mφ(res
H
T χ) =
∑
φ∈B(U)
m(U, φ;T, ψ)mφ(res
H
U χ)
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that is the two elements pT (res
H
T χ) and res
H
T pH(χ) have the same co-
efficient at the basis element ψ.
Then we have
aH(χ) =
1
|H|
∑
σ∈sd(ch(H))
(−1)n|NH(σ)|mσmφn(resHHn(χ))[H0, φ0]H (4.2)
=
∑
σ∈H\sd(ch(H))
(−1)nmσmφn(resHHn(χ))[H0, φ0]H (4.3)
Note that, the above theorem as stated above is a special case of the Theorem
9.3 in [B.98].
We prove the theorem by rewriting the sum over NH(σ) × sd(ch(H)) and
decomposing the set in such a way that the factor |H0| in the alternating sum is
changed with the bigger factor |NH(σ)| without changing the result.
Corollary 4.16. If the condition of the theorem 4.15 is satisfied for all H ≤ G
and χ ∈M(H), then we have
aM,A,pH =
∑
σ∈H\sd(ch(H))
(−1)nmσmφn(resHHn(χ))[H0, φ0]H
for all H ≤ G and all χ ∈ M(H); in particular aM,A,p is integral. Also, if
A(H) = M(H) and pH = idM(H) for all H ∈ C(M), then aM,A,p is an integral
canonical induction formula.
4.4 Examples
4.4.1 The character ring
Let M = R, A = Rˆ,B and p as in the previous sections. We will show that the
condition of the theorem 4.15 is satisfied for all H ≤ G and χ ∈ R(H). Then by
the corollary 4.16, aM,A,p is an integral canonical induction formula. Note that,
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in this case mσ = 1 for all chains σ ∈ sd(ch(H)) and this formula is the same as
the one in [B.90], which is proved to be integral in another way.
Let U be a finite group, and T  U such that U/T is cyclic. Let ν ∈ Irr(U)
and ψ ∈ Tˆ such that ψ : T → C∗ is U -stable. Then we have to show that the
multiplicity of ψ in pT (res
U
T (ν)) and res
U
T (pU(ν)) coincide. The case ν(1) = 1
is clear. Otherwise, resUT (pU(ν)) = 0 and we have to show ψ does not occur in
pT (res
U
T (ν)). This means that
0 = (ψ, resUT (ν))T = (ind
U
T (ψ), ν)U
by Frobenius reciprocity. Since ψ is U -stable, the cyclic subgroup T/kerψ is
central in U/kerψ and since U/T is cyclic, U/kerψ is abelian. Therefore indUTψ
splits into linear characters as it is a character inflated from a character of the
abelian group U/kerψ and hence (indUT (ψ), ν)U = 0.
Note that, the same proof applies to any field K of characteristic zero contain-
ing a primitive exp(G)-th root of unity. Hence, we have an equivalent canonical
induction formula for RK ∼= R from RˆK ∼= Rˆ, where RK is the ring of virtual
K-characters.
4.4.2 The Brauer Character Ring
We will show that for M = RK and A = RˆK and for B and p as in the previous
sections, the condition of the theorem 4.15 is satisfied and again by corollary 4.16,
aRK,RˆK,p is an integral canonical induction formula. Note that, mσ = 1 for all
σ ∈ sd(ch(H)/H and that mφ([V ]) counts the multiplicity of Kφ as a composition
factor in V ∈ KH−mod for H ≤ G and φ ∈ Hˆ(K). This is done similarly as in
the case of character ring.
Chapter 5
Some Induction Formulae
In this chapter, we introduce some induction formulae for different character rings
of a finite group. In some cases, we are able to prove (or disprove) the integrality
whereas in other cases, we have just conjectured it.
5.1 Modular Characters
In this section, we are going to explain how we can derive a canonical induction
formula for modular characters from the formula for ordinary characters.
First, note that Rˆκ(H)+ (resp. RˆK(H)+) is the monomial Burnside ring
B(C,H) (resp. B(C ′, H))where C (resp. C ′) is a cyclic group containing all
(resp. all p′) roots of unity and κ and K are sufficiently large fields.
Consider the diagram
RK(−)
Rκ(−)
B(C ′,−)
B(C,−)
....................................................
...
d
......................
.
α
.........................
.a
....................................................
...
d+
26
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where d is the decomposition map (see [S])which is a morphism of Mackey func-
tors. In [B.98], it is remarked that the diagram does not commute for any canoni-
cal induction formula α for the modular characters and a for the ordinary charac-
ters. (see the remark 5.6 at the end of this section for the proof of this statement.)
Nevertheless, we have
Proposition 5.1. The above diagram commutes up to ker(b) where b is the in-
duction morphism, that is,
Im(d+ ◦ a− α ◦ d) ⊂ ker(b).
Proof. Use commutativity of the following diagram
RK(−)
Rκ(−)
B(C ′,−)
B(C,−)
....................................................
...
d
.......................
b
..........................
b .......................................................
d+
to calculate b(d+ ◦ a− α ◦ d).
Inspired by the above proposition we have
Theorem 5.2. Let λ be the Brauer lift defined by
λ(ψ)(h) = ψ(hp′) where ψ ∈ Br(H) and h ∈ H
and let aH be a complex canonical induction formula. Then,
αH = d+ ◦ aH ◦ λ
is a canonical induction formula for modular characters. The residue piH of αH
is given for ψ ∈ Br(H) by
piH(ψ) =
∑
φ∈B(H)
∑
χ∈d−1(φ)
mχ(λψ)φ
where B(H) is the set of one-dimensional modular characters of H and
pH(χ) =
∑
φ∈Hˆ
mφ(χ)φ
is the residue of aH .
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Proof. The first part follows easily as the decomposition map is a morphism of
Mackey functors and the Brauer lift is a section for the decomposition map. To
find the residue piH of αH , recall that
aH(χ) =
1
|H|
∑
σ∈sd(ch(H))
(−1)|σ||H0|mσmφn(resHHn(χ))[H0, φ0]H.
Using this we get,
αH(ψ) = d+ ◦ aH ◦ λ(ψ)
=
1
|H|
∑
σ∈H\sd(ch(H))
(−1)σ|H0|mσmφn(resHHn(λψ))[H0, dφ0]H
where σ = ((H0, φ0) < . . . < (Hn, φn)).
Then, by definition, the residue pi of α is,
piH(ψ) = res(αH)(ψ) = pr+ ◦ αH(ψ)
=
∑
φ∈Hˆ
mφ(λψ)dφ
=
∑
φ∈B(H)
∑
χ∈d−1(φ)
mχ(λψ)φ.
Theorem 5.3. The modular canonical induction formula α is integral if the com-
plex canonical induction formula a is.
Proof. Theorem is clear since the maps d and λ and aH are all integral.
Corollary 5.4. The map
Q−Con(G)(Rκ, Rˆκ)→ Q−Con(G)(RK, RˆK)
of morphism of Q−conjugation functors defined by pH 7→ piH induces a map
Q−Res(G)(Rκ, Rˆκ+)→ Q−Res(G)(RK, RˆK+)
of Q−restriction functors and this map embeds Z−Res(G)(Rκ, Rˆκ+) in
Z−Res(G)(RK, RˆK+).
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Remark 5.5. Note that if we put
pH(χ) =
∑
φ∈Hˆ
< φ, χ > φ
then
piH(ψ) =
∑
φ∈B(H)
∑
χ∈d−1(φ)
< χ, λψ > φ
Hence, the modular canonical induction formula we obtain is different from the
one of the section 4.4.2 as the residues are different.
Remark 5.6. To show that there is no modular canonical induction formula
compatible with the decomposition map, it is sufficient to show that there exist no
pi ∈ k−Con(G)(RK, RˆK) such that the diagram commutes:
RK(−)
Rκ(−)
RˆK
Rˆκ
....................................................
...
d
........................................
.
pi
.........................................
.
p
....................................................
...
d+
by Proposition 4.7. Let G = S4 and φ be the sign character and χ be the unique
character degree 2 of S4. Also, let char(K) = 3. Then, the character ψ = 1+φ+χ
is in the kernel of d, whereas the projection pG(ψ) is not.
5.2 Characters over Number Fields
Throughout this section, let G be a finite group and K be a number field and
L/K be an extension of K with all |G|−th roots of unity, so that, L is a splitting
field for G. Let Γ = Gal(L/K) be the Galois group of this extension. We denote
by RL(G) the ring of L−characters of G. Note that the canonical induction
formula of 4.4.1 induces a canonical induction formula for L−characters of G and
these formulae are equivalent. We write aL for this formula.
For any χ ∈ IrrL(G), we write
trΓχ = mχ(χ1 + . . .+ χn)
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where mχ is the Schur index of χ and χi for i = 1, . . . n are all Galois conjugates
of χ. It is well-known that the set of characters trΓχ for χ ∈ IrrL(G) forms a
basis for the ring RR(G) of K−characters of G.
We put, for H ≤ G,
HˆK = {trΓχ : χ ∈ Hˆ}
and define pKH to be the obvious projection. Then we obtain a morphism a
K
of Q−restriction functors and by the Witt-Berman theorem, the morphism is
a canonical induction formula. Unfortunately, the formula is not integral, in
general. (For example, consider S3).
On the other hand, the following diagram
RK(G)
RL(G)
RˆK(G)
RˆL(G)
....................................................
...
trΓ
..........................
.
pKG
.............................
.
pLG
....................................................
...
trΓ
commutes and by proposition 4.7, we recover aK as a special case of the complex
canonical induction formula.
In particular, the above construction is equivalent to the composite
trΓ+ ◦ aH
where
trΓ+ : B(C,G)→ QB(C,G)Γ
is defined by [H,φ] 7→ [H, 1|orbΓφ|trΓφ].
Remark 5.7. Comparing these two constructions, we see that the first formula
has coefficient at [K,ψ] with denominator dividing |G| and the second dividing
|trΓψ|. So, although the formula is not integral, the denominators are divisors
of gcd(|G|, |trΓψ|). In particular, the formula is integral if gcd(|G|, |trΓψ|) = 1.
In the next section, we will show that this property allows us to construct a non-
canonical integral formula for the real characters of G.
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5.3 Real Characters
In this section, we concentrate on the real characters of a finite group G. There
are two different directions to follow to get an explicit formula for real characters
from real characters of dimension at most two. First one is to use the method
from the previous section, which results in a non-canonical integral induction
formula and the other is to use Serre’s induction theorem, in which case we get a
canonical induction formula that we do not know whether the formula is integral
or not.
5.3.1 A non-canonical formula
The canonical induction formula aR of the previous section is not integral, in
general, but we have
Proposition 5.8. Let G be a finite group. Then,
1. aRG is integral if |G| is odd.
2. iG ◦ aRG is integral if |G| is even where iG : B(C,G)Γ → RR+(G) is defined
below.
Let [H,φ] ∈ B(C,G)Γ with φ = λ + λ¯ and let K = NG(H,φ). Suppose that
λ =G λ¯. Now, for any k ∈ K, we have kλ = λ or λ¯, hence
|trKλ| = |K : Kλ|
is even and as H < Kλ, |K : H| is also even. Thus there exists kH ∈ K/H of
order two, that is k2 ∈ H.
Now, define iG : B(C,G)
Γ → RR+(G) as
iG([H,φ]G) = [H(k), ind
H(k)
H φ]G
if φ is as above and identical otherwise.
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Proof. (of proposition) The first part follows from the remark at the end of the
previous section as gcd(|G|, |trΓ|) = 1. The second part follows from the definition
of iG as in that case a
R
G is not integral exactly at those [H,φ]G (with denominator
2) where iG is non-trivial.
Remark 5.9. The formula is not canonical as we choose k ∈ NG(H,φ) arbitrar-
ily.
5.3.2 A canonical formula for real characters
Let G be a finite group and for H ≤ G, let RR(H) be the ring of real characters of
H, that is the free abelian group on the set of irreducible real characters IrrR(H)
of H. Then RR is a Z-Mackey functor on G by the usual conjugation, restriction
and induction maps. For H ≤ G, let RˆR(H) ⊂ RR(H) denote the Z-span of the
subset HˆR of IrrR(H) consisting of the characters of the following types:
• ψ ∈ Hom(H,C2),
• ψ = λ+ λ¯ with λ ∈ Hom(H,C),
• ψ, real with G/kerψ = D2m for some m > 2.
Then, RˆR is a Z-restriction functor on G.
Define p ∈ Z− Con(G)(RR, RˆR) by
pH(χ) =
{
χ, if χ ∈ RˆR
0, otherwise.
for χ ∈ IrrR(H) and H ≤ G.
Proposition 5.10. Let G be a finite group and let aRH ∈ Q − Res(G)(RR, RˆR+)
be the morphism defined according to 3.12. Then,
1. aRH is a canonical induction formula,
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2. aRH is integral if |G| is odd,
3. For H ≤ G and ψ ∈ HˆR, we have aRH(ψ) = [H,ψ]H ,
4. The morphism aR is given explicitly by
aRH(χ) =
1
|H|
∑
σ∈sd(chR(H))
(−1)|σ||H0|mσmφn(resHHnχ)[H0, φ0]H
for H ≤ G and χ ∈ RR(H).
Proof. 1. By proposition 4.4, we need to show that for all H ≤ G and χ ∈
RR(H) we have
pH(χ)− χ ∈
∑
K<H
indHK(RR(K)).
It is sufficient to show this for χ ∈ IrrR(H), but for χ ∈ HˆR, we have
pH(χ) = χ so the condition is trivial. For the other case, pH(χ) = 0 and
the condition is satisfied by the Serre’s induction theorem, theorem 2.5.
2. This is trivial as the formula is equivalent to the previous formula for |G|
is odd.
3. This is also trivial as pK(res
H
Kψ) = res
H
K(pH(ψ))
4. Follows from 4.14.
Remark 5.11. The integrality condition of Theorem 4.15 is not satisfied when
we put M = RR. However, there is no example where some coefficients are not
integers among groups of order strictly less than 32, except possibly for some
groups of order 16.
Conjecture 5.12. The real canonical induction formula is integral.
5.4 Rational Characters of p-groups
It was proved by J. Ritter [R] and G. Segal [Se], independently, that any rational
representation of a finite p-group comes from the Burnside ring of the group.
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Later, S. Bouc [Bo] strengthened the result and showed that any non-trivial
rational module of a finite p-group is induced from a module inflated from a
Cp-section of a subgroup.
In this section, we will introduce a canonical induction formula for ratio-
nal characters of finite p-groups from characters of subgroups inflated from Cp-
sections. But we have not succeeded in proving (or disproving) the integrality.
Let P be a finite p-group and let R(P ) denotes the ring of rational characters
of P . With the usual conjugation, restriction and induction maps, R is a Z-
Mackey functor on P . Let Rˆ(P ) ⊂ R(P ) denote the Z-span of the subset B(P )
of IrrQ(P ) consisting of characters inflated from a Cp-section, that is, χ ∈ IrrQ(P )
such that P/kerχ = Cp. Note that Rˆ(P ) is a Z-restriction functor on P with the
restricted conjugation and restriction maps.
We define pi ∈ Z−Con(P )(R, Rˆ) by
piR(χ) =
{
χ, if χ ∈ B(R);
0, otherwise.
for χ ∈ IrrQ(P ) and R ≤ P
Proposition 5.13. Let aR ∈ Q−Res(P )(R, Rˆ+) be the morphism defined ac-
cording to 3.12. Then
1. aR is a canonical induction formula.
2. aR is integral if exp(R) = p.
3. The morphism a is given explicitly by
aQR(χ) =
1
|R|
∑
σ∈sd(chQ(R))
(−1)|σ||R0|mσmφn(resRRnχ)[R0, φ0]R
for R ≤ P and χ ∈ RQ(R)
Proof. The first part is clear as the condition of Proposition 4.4 is satisfied (by
Theorem 2.6). To prove the second part note that when the exponent of R is
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p, any 1-dimensional complex character of R has Galois orbit of size at most
p− 1. Hence the integrality condition 4.15 is satisfied. The last part follows from
Lemma 4.14.
The condition 4.15 is not satisfied, in general. To see this, let T, U and ψ be
as in the condition. Then, the condition is equivalent to the following statement:
For any complex constituent φ of ψ, any complex constituent φ′ of
indUT (φ) has Galois orbit of size at most p− 1.
The statement does not satisfied, for example for C4. But, we have
Conjecture 5.14. The rational canonical induction formula is integral.
Remark 5.15. Theorem 2.6 implies the possibility of having an integral formula
as the theorem states that any irreducible rational character is induced from an
element of ch(P ). We conjecture that this can be canonical if we are allowed to
have more than one character to induce from.
Remark 5.16. To see that the condition 4.15 is not satisfied by C4, let U = C4
and T = C2 and ψ be the nontrivial irreducible character of C2. Then ind
C4
C2
ψ is
the unique two dimensional rational character of C4, hence is not in the span of
characters inflated from C2-sections. Thus the condition is not satisfied. How-
ever, in that case, the formula is integral as both the order of C2 and the multi-
plicity of ψ in the two dimensional rational character of C4 are 2.
Chapter 6
Modules of Monomial Burnside
Algebra
In this chapter, we describe the primitive idempotents of the character rings and
find the images under the canonical induction formula. We also find the inverse
composition a◦b of the induction morphism with the canonical induction formula
in the primitive idempotent basis.
Throughout, let O be a complete local Noetherian commutative ring, with
field of fractions κ of characteristic zero, and the residue field K of prime charac-
teristic p. Let H be a finite group and assume that the field κ contains |H|−th
root of unity. For any field F , denote by RF the F−character ring Mackey
functor. Let Irr(H) (resp. Br(H)) be the set of irreducible κ-characters (resp.
irreducible K-characters) of H. Let Rκ(H) (resp. RK(H)) be the set of conjugacy
classes (resp. p′-conjugacy classes) of H. Note that these sets are in bijective
correspondence with the set of species of the algebras κRκ(H) and κRK(H),
respectively. Similarly, for the monomial Burnside ring B(C,H) with the fibre
group C, denote by B(C,H) and Bp(C,H) the set of species of κB(C,H) and
KB(C,H).
36
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6.1 Idempotents in Characteristic Zero
In this section, we will describe the primitive idempotents of the algebras
κRκ(H), κRK(H) and introduce a formulae for a special class of primitive idempo-
tents of κB(C,H) and κB(C ′, H) where C (resp. C ′) is a cyclic group containing
all (resp. all p′) roots of unity. Also, we will find the images of the idempotents
of κRκ(H) and κRK(H) under the canonical induction formula and define some
maps between the primitive idempotents.
6.1.1 Algebra of the Complex Character Ring
It is well-known that the species of κRκ(H) are of the form sHh , h ∈ Rκ(H) with
sHh (χ) = χ(h) for all χ ∈ Rκ(H). Hence we get the following explicit formula for
eHh :
eHh =
1
|H|
∑
χ∈IrrH
χ(h−1)χ
Remark 6.1. Note that as for characters, one can find the primitive idempotents
of κRK where K is a subfield of the complex numbers and get similar results that
we will get in the following sections. For example, if K = Q, then the primitive
idempotents of κRK(H) are of the form
eQ,Hh =
∑
k∈H:〈k〉=〈h〉
eHk
where eHh are the primitive idempotents of κRL(H) where L is a splitting field for
H.
6.1.2 Algebra of the Modular Character Ring
We denote by Hh for h ∈ RK(H) the primitive idempotents of κRK(H). The
following proposition describe Hh , explicitly.
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Proposition 6.2. Let eHh ∈ κRκ(H) be a primitive idempotent defined in 6.1.1,
and d be the decomposition map from 5.1. Then
d(eHh ) =
{
Hh if [h]H ∈ RK(H)
0 otherwise
Moreover, when d(eHh ) 6= 0 we get
Hh =
1
|H|
∑
ψ∈Br(H)
∑
χ∈IrrH
χ(h−1)dψχψ
where dψχ is the decomposition number of χ at ψ.
Proof. We have, for k ∈ Rκ(H)
sHk (d(e
H
h )) =
1
|H|
∑
χ∈IrrH
χ(h−1)d(χ)(k)
=
{
1 if k =H h
0 otherwise
by the orthogonality relation for the characters of H. Note that d(χ)(k) = χ(k)
as k ∈ RK(H).
We get the last part using the following equality:
d(χ) =
∑
ψ∈Br(H)
dψχψ
where dψχ is the decomposition number of χ.
Remark 6.3. Recall that the Brauer lift is a section of the decomposition map
defined in 5.1. It is easy to see that the Brauer lift of a primitive idempotent Hh
of κRK(H) is
λ(Hh ) =
∑
k∈Rκ(H):kp′=Hh
eHk
6.1.3 Algebra of the Monomial Burnside Ring
The species of κB(C,H) are found in [Dress]. Let’s just define the species.
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Let B(C,H) = {(K, k) : K ≤H H, kK ′ ∈ K¯}. Then we define
sHK,k : κB(C,H)→ κ
such that [V, ν]H 7→
∑
hV⊆H:K≤hV (
hν)(k). It was proved in [Dress] that every
species of κB(C,H) is of the form sHK,k for some (K, k) ∈ B(C,H). Alternatively,
in [B.03], sHK,k is defined to be the composition s
K
k ◦ ResK ◦ res H+K , and it is easy
to see that the two definitions are equivalent.
In [LJB] and [B.03], the primitive idempotents eHK,k of κB(C,H) are found,
explicitly. In the following we introduce a formula for the primitive idempotents
eH〈h〉,h of κB(C,H), in terms of the basis elements [〈h〉, φ]H where φ ∈ Hˆ and HK,k
of κB(C ′, H) in terms of eHK,k. We call the idempotent e
H
〈h〉,h a cyclic idempotent.
The formula for cyclic idempotents is a special case of the formulae found in [LJB]
and [B.03] with a different proof.
Proposition 6.4. Let h ∈ H. Then
eH〈h〉,h =
1
|NH(〈h〉)|
∑
φ∈〈̂h〉
φ(h−1)[〈h〉, φ]H
Proof. We calculate the right hand side at sHK,k. It is sufficient to consider the
case K = 〈k〉 as otherwise K ≮ 〈h〉 and sHK,k([〈h〉, h]H) = 0. In that case, we get
sH〈k〉,k(RHS) =
1
|NH(〈h〉)|
∑
φ∈ ˆ〈h〉
φ(h−1)
∑
g〈h〉⊆H:k=ghg−1
φ(g−1kg)
=
{
1 if k ∈ [h]H
0 otherwise
Corollary 6.5.
eHh =
1
|NH(〈h〉)|
∑
φ∈ ˆ〈h〉
φ(h−1)indH〈h〉φ
Proposition 6.6. Let d+ be the decomposition map of section 5.1. Then
d+(e
H
K,k) =
{
HK,k if kp′ = k
0 otherwise
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Proof. Follows from the commutativity of the following diagram
κB(C,H)
κ
κB(C ′, H)
..........................................................................................................................
.
sHK,k
....................................................................................
.
d+
....................................................
...
sHK,k
Remark 6.7. As in the character ring case, we can get an explicit formula for
the cyclic idempotents H〈h〉,h.
Remark 6.8. Note that similar to the decomposition map, we define the Brauer
lift λH : B(C
′, H) → B(C,H) by [K,ψ]H 7→ [K,λ(ψ)]H for K ≤ H and ψ ∈ Kˆ.
Then the Brauer lift of H〈h〉,h is
λH(
H
〈h〉,h) =
∑
k∈Rκ(H):kp′∈[h]H
eH〈h〉,h.
Finally, we describe the correspondence of the primitive idempotents of
κRκ(H) and κB(C,H) under the induction morphism bH .
Lemma 6.9. The following diagram commutes.
κB(C,H)
κ
κRκ(H)
..........................................................................................................................
.
sH〈h〉,h
..........................................................................................
.
bH
....................................................
...
sHh
Proof.
sHh (bH([K,ψ]H)) = s
H
h (ind
H
Kψ) = ind
H
Kψ(h) =
∑
gK⊆H:h∈gK
(gψ)(h) = sH〈h〉,h([K,ψ]H)
Proposition 6.10. Let eHK,k, (K, k) ∈ B(C,H) be a primitive idempotent of
κB(C,H). Then
bH(e
H
K,k) =
{
eHk if K = 〈k〉
0 otherwise
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Proof. Follows from the above lemma.
The above proposition shows that all of the simple modules of κB(C,H)
except those corresponding to the cyclic idempotents are annihilated by bH .
Remark 6.11. Similar result holds for the idempotents H〈h〉,h of κB(C
′, H).
6.1.4 Image under Canonical Induction Formula
Character ring
We want to find aH(e
H
h ) ∈ κB(C,H) where aH is the canonical induction formula
of section 4.4.1.
By corollary 4.16, we have
aH(e
H
h ) =
∑
((H0,φ0)<...<(Hn,φn))∈sd(ch(H))/H
(−1)nmφn(resHHneHh )[H0, φ0]H
where mφn(res
H
Hn
χ) =< φn|resHHnχ > is the multiplicity of φn in resHHnχ.
It is easy to see that
resHKe
H
h =
∑
k∈Rκ(K):k∈[h]H
eKk
and combining this with the formula from 6.1.1, we get
mφn(res
H
Hne
H
h ) = < φn|
∑
hn∈Rκ(Hn)∩[h]H
1
|Hn|
∑
χ∈IrrHn
χ(h−1n )χ >
=
1
|Hn|
∑
hn∈Rκ(Hn)∩[h]H
φn(h
−1
n )
Hence
aH(e
H
h ) =
∑
((H0,φ0)<...<(Hn,φn))∈sd(ch(H))/H
(−1)n 1|Hn|
∑
hn∈Rκ(Hn)∩[h]H
φn(h
−1
n )[H0, φ0]H
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It is possible to refine the equality above, using an inverse process done in
lemma 4.14. We use ∑
(H0,φ0)<...<(Hn,φn)
1 =
∑
H0<...<Hn
∑
φn∈Ĥn/H
1
to get
aH(e
H
h ) =
∑
H0<...<Hn
∑
φn∈Ĥn/H
(−1)n
|Hn|
∑
hn∈Rκ(Hn)∩[h]H
φn(h
−1
n )[H0, res
Hn
H0
φn]H
=
∑
H0<...<Hn
(−1)n
|Hn|
∑
hn∈Rκ(Hn)∩[h]H
∑
φn∈Ĥn/H
φn(h
−1
n )[H0, res
Hn
H0
φn]H
=
∑
K≤HH
1
|K|
∑
k∈Rκ(K)∩[h]H
∑
φ∈K̂/H
φ(k−1)
∑
L<K
µ(L,K)[L, resKL φ]
On the other hand, as sH〈k〉,k(e
H
〈h〉,h) = bk ∈ [h]Hc and bH(eH〈h〉,h) = eHh we find
aH(e
H
h ) = e〈h〉,h +
∑
(K,k)∈B(C,H):K 6=〈k〉
λH,hK,ke
H
K,k
where λH,hK,k = s
H
K,k(aH(e
H
h )) and
∑
(K,k)∈B(C,H):K 6=〈k〉 λ
H,h
K,ke
H
K,k ∈ ker(bH). In the
following proposition we describe the coefficients λHK,k.
Proposition 6.12. λH,hK,k = |K\kK ′ ∩ [h]H |/|K ′|.
Proof. As sHK,k = s
H
k ◦ pr+K ◦ res H+K , we get
sHK,k(aH(e
H
h )) = (s
K
k ◦ pr+K ◦ res H+K )(aH(eHh ))
= sKk (pK(res
H
K(e
H
h )))
by the commutativity of the diagram 3.11. Then,
sHK,k(aH(e
H
h )) =
1
|K|
∑
l∈KK:l∈[h]H
∑
ψ∈Kˆ
ψ¯(l)ψ(k)
=
1
|K|
∑
l∈KK:l∈[h]H
∑
ψ∈K̂/K′
ψ¯(l¯−1)ψ¯(k¯)
=
∑
l∈KkK′:l∈[h]H
1
|K ′|
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Remark 6.13. Since
bH(e
H
〈h〉,h) = e
H
h
by 6.1.3, we get
eHh =
∑
((H0,φ0)<...<(Hn,φn))∈sd(ch(H))/H
(−1)n 1|Hn|
∑
hn∈Rκ(Hn)∩[h]H
φn(h
−1
n )ind
H
H0
φ0.
The canonical induction formula is constructed as a section for the induction
morphism, that is, we have b ◦ a = id. We seek a formula for a ◦ b. Now, let’s
find this composition using the primitive idempotents.
Let ζ ∈ κB(C,H). Then, we can write
ζ =
∑
(K,k)∈B(C,H)
sHK,k(ζ)e
H
K,k
By proposition 6.10, we have
bH(ζ) =
∑
(〈k〉,k)∈B(C,H)
sH〈k〉,k(ζ)e
H
k
Hence, using the formula for aH(e
H
k ) we have found above, we get
aH ◦ bH(ζ) =
∑
(〈k〉,k)∈B(C,H)
sH〈k〉,k(ζ)aH(e
H
k )
=
∑
(〈k〉,k)∈B(C,H)
sH〈k〉,k(ζ)(e
H
〈k〉,k +
∑
(L,l)∈B(C,H):L6=〈l〉
λH,kL,l e
H
L,l)
=
∑
(〈k〉,k)∈B(C,H)
sH〈k〉,k(ζ)e
H
〈k〉,k +∑
(L,l)∈B(C,H):L6=〈l〉
(
∑
(〈k〉,k)∈B(C,H)
sH〈k〉,k(ζ)λ
H,k
L,l )e
H
L,l
Brauer character ring
Similar calculations can be done for the Brauer characters, but we shall not
repeat the calculations. Instead, we recall that, in section 5.1, we proved that
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the diagram
RK(−)
Rκ(−)
B(C ′,−)
B(C,−)
....................................................
...
d
......................
.
α
.........................
.a
....................................................
...
d+
commutes up to an error term in ker(b : B(C ′,−) → RK(−)). In this section,
we will find this error term for the modular canonical induction formula αH of
section 5.1 by finding αH(
H
h ).
Recall that we have defined αH to be the composition αH = d+ ◦ aH ◦ λ and
we have found, in 6.1.2, λ(Hh ). Using these and the formula from 6.13, we get
αH(
H
h ) = d+(
∑
k∈Rκ(H):kp′∈[h]H
aH(e
H
k ))
= d+ ◦ aH(eHh ) +
∑
k∈Rκ(H):kp′∈[h]H ,k 6=h
d+ ◦ aH(eHk )
The last summand in the above equality is the term we are looking for as
αH(
H
h ) = αH ◦ d(eHh ). By proposition 6.6, we get
αH(
H
h )− d+ ◦ aH(eHh ) =
∑
(L,l)∈B(C′,H):L6=〈l〉
∑
k∈Rκ(H):kp′∈[h]H ,k 6=h
λH,kL,l e
H
L,l.
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